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Introduction

Accordingly, all our products are the result of the 
aspiration to break any traditional expectations of 
structure and come up with different alternatives of 
shapes, lines and forms.

We firmly believe that, for creativity, the sky is the limit. 
EBBA is then a place where opportunity to transcend 
creatively exists. Here, any possibilities and perspec-
tives to create are possible.

Designing space can say a lot of about one’s passion 
and identity. — EBBA

With expertise in graphic design, we are constantly on a 
mission to seek an ideal design that blends uniqueness 
and distinct practices to enhance the meaning and 
value of our creations.

EBBA attempts to push forward the concept of chairs. 
We rely on our curiosity about art and design to break 
the boundary and tradition of what a chair should look 
like. 

Our team is driven to find the answer to the question, 
“To what extent can we merge the practicality and func-
tionality of design with aesthetic and abstraction of 
art?”.
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Ebba Series II Collection
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Not only has EBBA created a big buzz among locals, it 
has travelled across international borders too!
EBBA’s journey started with its debut at THINKK Stu-
dio’s “Why do we need another chair?” exhibition and 
went on to become a Product Honoree of the globally 
renowned Interior Design Magazine’s BEST OF YEAR 
Awards. It has also captured the hearts of MoMa Design 
Store’s buying team and is now available for New York-
ers to grab. Founded in 1929, MoMa is one of the largest 
and most influential museums of modern art in the 
world. This is our proudest achievement to date!  
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Ebba Series II Collection

Building on this excitement, KAOI would like to intro-
duce you to EBBA Series 2; a collection rooted in our 
unique design, but with more fun options to give you full 
freedom to express your one-of-a-kind character.

Create fresh colour combinations with a brand new pal-
ette including Cast Citrus Yellow, Burt Umber Brown, 
Milk Cream, Pink Salt, Sea Foam Green, Mandarin 
Orange, Pacific Teal and Crimson Red.    This time 
round, our EBBA was crafted with your indoor home in 
mind. It effortlessly blends with other interior decora-
tions and at the same time, is a great conversa-
tion-starter that’s pleasing to the eye. Subtle, yet never 
boring.

Learn more at www.kaoistudio.com
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Buttercup Yellow HAN /
 Milk Cream FRANZ
paired with Pink Salt headrest on Crimson Red seat

Ebba Series II Collection
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Ebba Series II Collection

Milk Cream FRANZ / 
Burnt Umber HAN

paired with Natural White headrest on Cast Citrus seat 
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Ebba Series II Collection

Mandarin Orange HAN / 
Milk Cream FRANZ

paired with Natural White headrest on Marina Blue seat


